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Cool schools go green
Croxley joins in Reel Earth sponsorship
Meet the ebonists
Consumer magazine ticks ECNZ
Sit-able arts from Formway

On
Friday
10
December last year,
the Living Room at
Hukanui School was
officially
opened
after over four years
of planning. All 600
students got their
first view of the
inside
and
were
given a memento.
All past students
and sponsors were
invited to share in
the celebrations.

Environmental Choice goes to school
The licensing of Croxley scholastic stationery this
year is visible evidence of the increasing uptake
and appreciation of the Environmental Choice
label in the education sector.
In this edition of ECOmmunication we highlight
the range of environmentally preferable products,
and now services, available to schools and other
institutions. In many cases the development of
these licensed products, and their passing of our
rigorous assessment processes, has been driven
by a genuine desire, from respected large and
small companies, to improve the learning
environment for our future leaders. There is a
body of evidence now that healthy classrooms and
homes can benefit mental as well as physical
function.

sponsorship of the Reel Earth Environmental Film
Festival, we are focussing on school creativity for
2010, with some help from our friends.
This autumn issue also introduces the largest
collection of companies ever to embrace and
achieve our eco-labelling assessments during one
three-month period. It is highly likely we will
enter our second quarter-century with over two
thousand products licensed, all made and
marketed by environmentally responsible
companies with an aggregated turnover exceeding
$2 billion.

We hope you enjoy reading about our growing
family, from the classroom to the boardroom, and
that you support them with your purchases. If
your environmentally preferable products are not
From building materials and fit-out, décor
yet in the queue for assessment (over 40
components, classroom and school office
applications are in progress) then we encourage
equipment, cleaning products and services,
you to check our website then contact Robin or
through to playground surfacing, and now
Alex at the office. Investment in the process is
exercise books, the use of Environmental Choice- scaled according to licensed product turnover,
licensed supplies also presents teachers with an
and, as you’ll read, can open a whole new world
opportunity - to open discussion and to instil in
of business opportunities, while also crystallising
students a greater awareness of the
your thinking on improving products' impact on
environmental impact of the choice they will make people and our planet.
as consumers.
Michael Hooper
We also applaud the generosity of licensee Autex,
and background the project they partnered at a
Waikato school. Following two years of
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Autex - a class act

T

he environment went to the
top of the class at the
Waikato’s Hukanui primary school,
when The Living Room was
“handed over” in March. The room
is multi-purpose, says teacher
Michelle White, and its use is
shared by 25 classes and
community and iwi groups. Among
its builders were the students, and
in its walls and ceiling they
installed Environmental Choicelicensed Greenstuf insulation,
manufactured by Autex.

wrote a waste management plan
for the building. They have been
involved with all the decisionmaking, getting approval and
funding. There’s been a lot to
work out, with all the different
stakeholders, and creating
different activities so the children
really feel on-board with the
project.”

Autex was keen to be involved in
such a project and provided
installation support to help the
children, says the company’s Key
The 600-pupil Waikato school is
Account Insulation Manager, Logan
the first in New Zealand to have an Andrews. “The company is
eco-building project designed and
involved in many school jobs
run by students.
nationwide,” says Logan, “but this
The Living Room brought together is a first. We’ve never had such
everything learned in ten years of in-depth children’s involvement in
comparing GreenStuf Insulation to
being an Enviroschool, says
other Insulation products.”
Michelle White. “All the different
aspects of sustainability come
Jodi Earwaker of Tonkin & Taylor
together in this one eco-building.
was the project manager, and the
Everything is designed to go back
building was designed by awardto Mother Nature or be recycled in winning Antanas Procuta Architects
the end, and our project manager
of Hamilton. Architect Sharon
was trying right at the beginning to Robinson confirms that this was
make things fit with the concepts
“more than just an environmental
of Environmental Choice.”
project”. She says the children did
Recycling includes colourful glass
research, cost analysis and energy
bottles imbedded in the walls and
use studies. The architects’
floors. The community
practise donated at least a half-day
collaborated on building walls with of labour during the installation.
earth bricks which the students
According to Michelle White, the
made and tested with help from
project will continue to evolve and
Opus International.
the involvement of Autex will play
Michelle White says 137 children
have worked on the classroom.
“The children developed an
environmental impact report in
2006 and decided they wanted to
minimise all waste, so in 2009 they
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an ongoing part of that. “It will be
a living laboratory, where children
can look at panels of insulation and
see through the glass how it
works.”

e

Over 30 year 5 and 6 students worked
with Logan Andrews of Autex and staff
from Anatanas Procuta Architects to
assist in the installation of the wall
insulation. This involved measuring,
cutting and placing. Environmentally
this provided the students with
valuable skills but also other life skills
were developed, such as relating to
adults and others, confidence,
teamwork and celebrating success.

The healthy learning environment

T

he education focus of
Croxley and Autex especially
in this issue is a reminder that
schools now have a formidable
range of Environmental Choice
products to choose from when
considering the healthy
environment that can contribute
to the learning capacity of pupils.

learning and home
environments.

Back in 2000, America’s
Environmental Protection Agency
cited indoor air quality as one of
the top five environmental health
risks of our time. Subsequently,
both Hillary Clinton and Barak
Obama have called for legislation
to protect especially children
from exposure to VOCs and
other harmful chemicals in their

proportions. There are
Environmental Choice janitorial
products, insulation, paints, wall
and ceiling panels that are useful
in controlling these. Floor
coverings that are durable, some
of which allow partial
replacement in high traffic areas,
and many of which are
washable, are also ranged across

the Environmental Choice
website. Some licensed
Many of the standards that must producers are even able to offer
free recycled floor coverings to
be met here for a governmentschools on a charitable basis.
backed Environmental Choice
licence include the effects on the Outdoors, ground cover
ECNZ-licensed hygiene products
quality of air that we and our
children breathe. Keeping heads can also help reduce winter
clear and spirits high begins with absenteeism, and there are
professional studies available at
the materials chosen for
no charge through our licensees
classroom construction and
that compare the different germ
renovation, furnishings and
office appliances, and eventually transmission rates of handdrying options.
involves stationery, décor,
cleanliness and daily hygiene.
Considerable research has gone
Lead poisoning, asthma,
into conducive classroom
cancers, headaches, and health
furniture and ergonomic office
risks through pests have all been furniture – these ECNZ
cited overseas as possible
specifications have been
consequences of unhealthy
acknowledged as among the
buildings. The further effects
Classrooms that are not
world’s best. It is also important
can flow on to actual educational that school office equipment,
“healthy” have been implicated
in irritability and fatigue, or even impairment and reduced mental printer toner cartridges, and
wellbeing.
more physical manifestations
even children’s face, art and
such as sore throats, eye
As winter unfolds, mould, mildew mural paints are safe to use and
irritation and skin rashes.
and yeasts can grow to alarming do not give off unpleasant or
even toxic substances. Again,
the choice of licensed products is
the assurance that pupils,
teachers, administrators and
trustees need. It makes the
choice for schools a simple one.
If the green planet-and-tick
symbol is on the product, it is
safe, and suitable for its
purpose.

ECNZ licensee doubles sales

G

reen Earth Solutions is
another licensee working
hard for schools. Owner David
Blackwell, whose background is
in distribution, says he is
working with Office Max, Croxley
and School Supplies to raise the
profile of “the green package”
available to the education sector.
His company formulates and
sells a range of products “from
bottom clean-up powder to
degreaser for engineering”.
David works from home and has
a factory in East Tamaki, and he
4 proud of the company’s ability
is

to respond to urgent customer
requests.

David Blackwell

“Since we’ve been committed to
Environmental Choice our sales
figures have doubled. It’s been a
very good investment for us. Our
company would never have
grown sales like this if we had
not got Environmental Choice. I
am very, very, very happy –
we’re already considering
another employee to help with
production runs”.
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Croxley joins ECNZ to support young film makers
This year’s gala event will again
take place under MC Robyn
Malcolm at the Regent Theatre,
Palmerston North, on Saturday
22 May. A civic reception on the
Friday night will lead into a
fortnight of film.

local authorities and companies
supporting the festival for the
third year is most welcome. It is
evidence that the eco-label is
really in tune with what drives its
future licensees. For the
sponsorship to be earmarked for
schools once again shows the
forward thinking of both
Environmental Choice and
Croxley.”
In just 6 years the festival has
grown from a one-day screening
to involve 200 film makers from
35 countries.

A

s the Reel Earth
Environmental Film Festival
expands its reach into
communities and schools, the
label continues to also grow its
support, this year in association
with new licensee Croxley
Stationery. Together we have
committed initially to a
sponsorship worth $4000 in total
that will reward a notable
secondary school environmental
film maker, to be chosen by the
festival director.

The label continues supporting
the festival, and film tour, as it
encourages and creatively
displays the environmental
expression and awareness of
students.
Festival director Warren Jones,
says support from Westpac this
year enables the festival to tour
a 90-minute highlight package to
almost 2000 schools. “To have
Environmental Choice join the

Pulitzer prize winner, and Canon
“Explorer of Light”, Vincent Laforêt,
is international guest speaker Canon is one of the Environmental
Choice family.

Hands up for hygiene
and Tork is reminding schools that
these dryers have the potential to
increase and spread bacteria.
Paper towels decrease bacteria on
hands by up to 77 percent, while
warm air dryers can increase the
count by up to 254 percent, according
to a University of Westminster study.
Many products in the Tork range carry
Environmental Choice certification.

T

his month Tork has launched its
seasonal campaign to help
reduce the spread of germs in
schools. Research conducted earlier
this year shows that more than a third
of schools in New Zealand use warm
air hand dryers in student washrooms
5

SCA Hygiene, manufacturer of Tork
products, has been ranked globally as
one of the top 100 most sustainable
companies and one of the world's
most ethical companies. (Details at:
www.tork.co.nz).

Inter-weave managing
director, Tracy
March, has scraps of
wool upholstery fabrics
that she would like to
donate to schools.
You’ll need to take
along a bin liner to
Carbine Rd, Mt
Wellington - call first
on 573 1469

e

GM explains standards

R

obin Taylor recently went
on both satellite TV and
Radio NZ National to answer
questions on the standards
applied when assessing wool and
synthetics, as used mostly in
soft floor coverings. A
representative of Wool Partners
Ltd claimed that the use of
synthetic products, particularly
floor coverings, could not be
justified in government
buildings, and that specifications
used to assess wool put it at a
disadvantage by comparison
with those used to assess

specification than wool to meet if
they wish to gain the label,
which can be a significant fillip to
exports and domestic sales.
Robin Taylor stated that wool
and synthetics used for carpets,
and potentially for textiles,
receive equally rigorous
treatment when it comes to
assessment.

Robin pointed out that the
awarding of the ecolabel
indicates which products in a
category are environmentally
preferable. It does not make
any statement about which
category may be better than
Tracy March from Inter-weave
explained to host Catherine Ryan another. “We look at the life
cycle of these products, and at
that her company produces
the major environmental impacts
licensed wool and wool blend
and ask how we can reduce
fabrics, and she criticised the
use of synthetics in carpets and them. There are synthetic
carpets that are made to a very,
upholstery. Her concern, she
very high standard, with takesaid, was the way in which the
back schemes and a recycling
NZ Green Building Council
component. We look at the dying
categories concentrated on the
process, the VOC levels, waste
recycling ability of material, to
management, adhesives – the
the detriment of valuing other
whole spectrum. And we
worthwhile qualities that are
absolutely look at toxin
held by wool products.
production during their life and
Wool Partners’ CEO, Ian
require minimisation of those.
Abercrombie, questioned
whether synthetic products, such Then we can state that the
synthetic carpet with our label is
as carpet tiles, have an easier
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preferable to one without.”
Robin says the label makes no
comparison of synthetics with
wool, but examines each as
appropriate. “Looking at wool
we require lower levels of
insecticide, we look at pesticide,
dyes, effluent, the grease that is
going out on the water and the
amount of water used in the
scouring process.” Neither
product is getting an easier ride,
he says.
Robin also notes Environmental
Choice labelling can be a big
help for exporters, and the
standards set for wool, like most
of the ecolabel’s specifications,
take onto account international
criteria. “We’ve just developed a
specification for scouring which
is currently out for discussion,
which will help the wool industry
compare itself with standards
which are required, for instance,
with export into the EU which
also has very high standards. We
are trying to set levels that allow
wool to stand up to scrutiny in
almost any market in the world.”
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One has two

T

he Queen is having her two
$19 million bespoke Bentley
limousines converted to run on
biofuels. Bentley is replacing the
400 HP twin-turbo 6.75-litre V8
engines on the unique cars
(above) by way of promoting the
new range of eco-efficient
models that the famed marque
plans to introduce by 2012, the
London Daily Mail reports. The

first of the Queen's one-off,
supersized limousines, based on
an ultra-luxe prototype, was a
gift from Bentley on the occasion
of her Golden Jubilee in 2002.
Elizabeth II was so taken with it
that she persuaded Bentley to
build her another. "We have a lot
of support from the Royal Family
for our biofuel strategy," a
Bentley exec tells the paper. "It

is something about which they all
take a keen interest." Prince
Charles has already converted
one of his Aston Martins to run
on bio-ethanol made from
surplus English wine, and has
had his Jaguar, Audi and Range
Rover converted to run on old
cooking fat. (courtesy
Luxist.com)

Rugby World Cup 2011 lists sustainability

T

he scale of this event and
the opportunities it offers to
environmentally sound
businesses are enormous. Direct
economic benefit just to the
Auckland region is estimated at
$267 million as some 65,000
visitors filter through the country
to be at the semis and finals.
Rugby Travel & Hospitality (NZ)
Ltd have been appointed to
manage the official travel and
hospitality programme.
Everything from face paint,
merchandise, catering and all its
supplies, to furniture and
cleaning products and services
could
be needed and tenders are
7

being called progressively. Some
80,000 dining covers alone are
being estimated during the
tournament which runs 9
September through 23 October.
A little while back, for example,
the organisers were looking for
6000 “nice chairs”.
Licensees wishing to pre-qualify
should visit the tenders area of
www.auckland2011.com/busines
s. If you are already registered
with Tenderlink you should
ensure they are aware of any
RWC interest from your company
Businesses wishing to become
involved must demonstrate

compatibility with a list of
sustainability objectives
published by RWC2011. Among
the ‘key objectives’ for which
compatibility must be
demonstrated is “To maximise
regional business opportunities
through the adoption of
sustainable management
practices including sustainable
procurement.”
Tenderlink says that potential
suppliers should make a point of
highlighting any licensed
products that form part of a
tender. It’s all about what
makes your tender stand apart!
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Home and a way

T

he February/March edition of Home New Zealand featured 4 pages of Environmental Choice
information and licensee profiles. A graphic (above) was produced to illustrate just how many
areas of a home can now be helped by Environmental Choice products. Our thanks to Cavalier
Bremworth, Dulux, GIB and Resene for joining in this subsidised promotion. We think it is a stylish
idea and “one worth building on”.
See the full magazine spread at www.environmentalchoice.org.nz/news/

Degrees of separation

T

he latest printed edition of
Celsias is out, and we continue to
monitor with interest the new format
of this eco-social networking
publication and website combo. The
magazine is a supplement to the
latest Idealog magazine which has
managed to hold its audited
circulation at 8500 in difficult times.
Licensees Spicers Paper and Resene
are silver sponsors of the current
Celsias web edition, and the webbased email-linked newsletter has
also just been launched, planned to
be distributed 48 times a year.
The company is known to be
disappointed that professionals in the
8

environment arena have apparently
not taken (or had) the time to input
ideas, actions and opinions onto the
original version of site which followed
more of a Facebook format. Like
most things that seem to cost little,
there was considerable time and
effort required to engage with it.
Take a peek at www.celsias.co.nz
and let us know if you think we should
be eco-handshaking through the web
in this way. Any feedback from
licensees and readers will help us
decide on future collaborations with
the interactive site and the magazine
which is published by HB Media (with
whom we have already worked to

promote licensees).
It’s interesting that the company’s
Marketing magazine has also
spawned a newsletter called Stop
Press. It is refreshed twice weekly
and claims a healthy 11,000 readers
as traditional page-turners become
logger heads.

Consumer NZ backs Environmental Choice

T

he March issue of Consumer
magazine looked at the
prevalence in New Zealand of
the "greenwash sins" identified
by TerraChoice, our Global
Ecolabelling Network Canadian
colleagues. Consumer NZ says it
had no trouble finding
greenwash sins in stores here. It
advises shoppers to be
suspicious if there’s no real
evidence to support claims of
“greenness” and no easy way to
find out if the claims stack up.
Consumer identified third-party
certification as one way to help
distinguish real claims from fake.

Choice, for example, tags licence
fees to sales. A company with
net sales of $1 million would pay
$2500 (ex GST) in fees - that's
less than 0.3 percent of the net
sales value. The most any
company would pay is $17,500
(ex GST) and that fee kicks in
only after net sales rise above
$10 million.”

The article also questioned the
idea that gaining certification
was expensive. “Companies
often argue certification costs
too much. We think that's an
easy excuse and one that
doesn't hold up. Environmental

Long-time licensee BEE (Beauty
Engineered Forever) is “thrilled”
to see the Consumer exposé of
greenwash on New Zealand
retail shelves. “Given our
position as the only household
cleaning player with

Environmental Choice NZ
accreditation (which all our
products have carried since
launch), and the strong call from
the magazine that the market is
failing consumers, and consumer
protection needs to be improved
– we could not be more
delighted with the messages in
this article,” says Debs. the
company’s marketing manager.
The "Green Claims" report can
be purchased from Consumer NZ
for $4.95. Subscription info is
available from:
consumer.org.nz/join

Cool campaign lifts profile

A

s the ski season looms, our longest active
license holder, Resene, is “lifting” their profile
and the ecolabel’s, with these chair lift gigglers.
Resene’s Karen Warman says: “We have a Resene
Cool Colour paint range – which keeps the
substrate cooler. We had decided to promote it
using ‘cool/cold’ related humour, which linked in
well with the skifields. As people are stuck in the
ski-lift chairs for some time travelling up the
mountain they have plenty of time to get the
message.”
We are always keen to applaud the invention of
licensees who are creative in leveraging their
investment in the label.
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New licensees
Part of our family philosophy is that licensees should support each other in their procurement, so it is
good to know some of the newer options and products. To find out more about these ,and other new
and familiar licensees, check the Environmental Choice portal.
Today, managing director Mark
Bourneville guides the
company’s design and
manufacturing for complete
office space planning – he also
takes a personal hand in
sponsorship of Piha Surf
Lifesaving Club.

Bourneville Furniture Group

F

amille Bourneville, a family
of cabinet makers, settled in
New Zealand from Normandy in
the late 1890s. They were
ébénistes - from ébène, the
French word for ebony. In
English they were ebonists,
French cabinetmakers who
veneered furniture, originally
using ebony.
Trevor and Victor Bourneville

started making furniture in York
Street, Parnell, in 1963 – so it
really is one of the country’s
oldest manufacturers with a long
history. Trevor staked his place
in history when he was awarded
the one millionth Design-mark
for a modular desk in 1973. As
the company grew and took on
bigger premises, the family
opened their own steel works.

“BFG fully support sustainable
manufacturing,” says Mark,
“With the commitment to only
use Formaldehyde free board in
2008 and the introduction of our
Environmental Management
System, Environmental Choice
was the next logical step offering
our clients and specifiers a range
of sustainable, renewable, New
Zealand made products.”
The picture above shows Mark
Bourneville’s father, Trevor, and
grandfather Victor with their
team. Photo taken early 1960s,
York Street, Parnell.

Daiken NZ Ltd

T

he brand Customwood has
almost become a generic
term in New Zealand, but the
original medium density

fibreboard (MDF) dates back to
New Zealand in 1976. That’s
when a visionary Kiwi, Massey
University’s first Ph D, Owen
Haylock, saw the opportunity for
Canterbury Timber Products to
turn “waste” wood into a useful
construction material. Even
then, he was concerned about
the destruction of the world’s
indigenous forests.

Ahead of its time, the company
helped commission the first MDF
plant in mainland China in 1983.
After acquisition by Carter Holt
Harvey in 1986, they helped
commission the first plant in
Chile. The company today is in
Japanese ownership as Daiken
NZ Ltd. Their highest grade of
MDF (F4) has formaldehyde
levels similar to wood.

Chemical Solutions Ltd
The Kemsol range of products now has four institutional cleaners licensed. Toilet, glass,
“spray n wipe” and a heavy duty de-greaser have passed the benchmark. The familyowned company began in founder the late Pete Vaughan’s Papatoetoe garage and has
grown to have over 30 national distributors, and exports to eight countries.
10
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New licensees
Cool paint has a hot tempera

F

ine Art Supplies has
produced hobby and
classroom paints for schools for
over 35 years. The recent
achievement of the
Environmental Choice license for
their tempera and acrylic paints
underlines the products’ quality
and safety, as the standard
includes matters of toxicity,
ease of removal and fitness for
purpose.

schools for products made in
New Zealand – but
Environmental Choice provides
the evidence. Schools are very
environmentally conscious at
present.”

He says a sticker with the ECNZ
symbol “about the size of an old
20 cent piece” is being produced
to show teachers which product
to choose. “I’m on the board of
trustees of our local school and
now I know what a workload
The ECNZ process was chosen,
teachers have – they get so
says Tony Palmer of FAS,
much paperwork and have so
because it is “product related”
many reports to do that they
rather than applying to a
company. “When someone picks have don’t have a lot of time to
up a bottle with the symbol, they read other things.” He believes
know that every single thing has many teachers do not know what
the license mark means, and has
been checked.
written an article which appeared
on School News to try to explain
it more.

was a considerable investment
for a small company, says Tony,
but he also considers the edge it
will give in exporting products.
“We talk to companies in the
States every day, and from what
we can see there isn’t a lot of
paint with a mark like
Environmental Choice. Our
brand is quality first, price
second.”

The company was started in
1974 by Auckland chemist Frank
Aitken-Smith, whose initials it
still bears. Its paints are now
exported throughout Asia and to
the USA and Australia, says
Tony, who estimates a healthy
70 percent share of the domestic
market for its school art
products. The “lightfast” and
waterproof qualities also set it
apart for exterior uses such as
From the fees to the changing of school murals. “When you have
a brand with one mark, and then
caps to become more readily
recyclable, the ECNZ assessment one like ours with Environmental
Choice, it makes a huge
difference!”

“There’s no safety standard in

Novatherm (Insulpro)

N

ovafloor is the first
underfloor insulation to
have the seal of approval, and
along with Novatherm wall and
ceiling insulation can claim to be
100% recyclable.

no stapling. Novatherm is worldleading thermal insulation,
designed and made in New
Zealand and the company says it
is ideal for all kinds of residential
and commercial buildings.
Novafloor is a high-density semi- Another licensed product,
rigid polyester insulation for use Novatherm insulates ceilings and
walls and carries a 50-year
underfloor. It incorporates a
performance guarantee. It has
blend of technical fibres for
thermal performance and a high been installed in over 10,000
percentage of recycled fibres for New Zealand homes, and in
numerous public buildings
sustainability. Friction fitted
11
including Sky Tower, Auckland
between floor joists, it requires

Hospital, Te Papa, and the
Beehive.
The Ministry of Housing and
EECA support many regional and
local projects to install
Novatherm into older homes and
it is also exported around the
Pacific and to Japan.
Novatherm is BRANZ-appraised,
confirming that it fully complies
with the building code. For a full
list of licensed insulation
products, visit our website.
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New licensee

N

ew Zealand’s largest
stationery manufacturer,
Croxley Nutech, has become a
member of the Environmental
Choice family. With a history of
more than 125 years in New
Zealand, the company employs
more than 300 staff and has
more than 30 brands under its
umbrella including the Warwick,
Olympic and Collins stationery
brands and Croxley Mail stamps
and envelopes. The long list of
compliant products is on the
Environmental Choice website.
We congratulate Croxley in the
considerable time and effort
spent to ensure that all the
elements of its Environmental
Choice-licensed stationery items
meet the specification. Among

other things, the assessment
looks at the processes employed
in making pages and covers, the
coatings and pigments used, and
the source of fibre. Managing
director Joe Naus says Croxley’s
approach to sustainability
provides significant growth
opportunities, with an NZBCSD
survey revealing 64 per cent of
businesses consider a product’s
environmental sensitivity when
making purchasing decisions and
54 per cent of consumers
demand eco-friendly products.
“We know parents will be
pleased our popular Warwick
school exercise books are made
here in New Zealand and are
kind to our environment – made
from recycled pulp and with
water or vegetable oil-based
inks,” says Joe Naus.
For schools, the use of

Environmental Choice-approved
stationery provides a ready
starting point for studying the
curriculum issues relating to
waste and energy management,
with a practical example of the
exercise books in front of them.
The current policy on education
calls for schools to give the
leaders of tomorrow the
knowledge they need to operate
in a world rapidly running out of
resources and facing the
challenges of climate change. It
states that education on
sustainability can ‘through
teaching and learning, research,
knowledge-transfer and
innovation, add value to primary
production, help manage
pressure on natural resources,
and help manage and restore
our indigenous ecosystems and
biodiversity.’

Flying the flag in Wellington

T

hanks to licensees who responded to a
recent call for images to be considered
for a short-notice opportunity to display a
poster at the Life Cycle Association
conference in Wellington. It was held at
the Royal Society offices and included
guidance and expert opinion on best
practice LCA in New Zealand and overseas,
developments in ecolabelling and other
environmental market standards, and the
use of LCA and related techniques in
ecolabelling initiatives.
The poster will be used again at the
Sustainable Building Conference in the
capital next month, where Environmental
Choice is sponsoring a keynote address by
trustee Assoc Prof. Robert Vale and his
wife Prof. Brenda Vale. Their subject will
be “Your Carbon Ration Book.” ECNZ will
use the opportunity to explain the breadth
of certified products available to the
assembled audience of architects,
academics, tradespeople, design
professionals and central and local
government specifiers and influencers.
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Sitting on your arts

T

objects.”
Formway lead designer Kent
Parker says the Be chair shares
its inspiration with the Nike Free
On 15 May, Objectspace gallery shoes- both are flexible and
in Auckland’s Ponsonby opens its compliant with human
movement. “BE is the world’s
new exhibition Quotidian. The
first multi-posture, multi task
chair will feature with other
chair.
high-profile design objects that
“What determines the shape of a
somehow comment on or gain
chair? You do –the sitter. You
inspiration from everyday
need to sit the way you want to
objects.
sit. You need freedom of
According to exhibition curator
movement and continuous
Matt Blomeley there will be an
“unexpected” element in some of support – and a chair that
follows your lead. A chair that
the exhibits and their
enables multiple positions for the
relationships. “The endless
proliferation of objects produced many tasks you perform
throughout the day. A chair
for the modern world suggests
where you can simply BE”
that we need more occasions,
he Formway “Be” chair
licensed by Environmental
Choice is about to become an
exhibited work of art.

such as this exhibition provides,
to sit back and consider the
relevance and value of everyday
13

Kent says the chair, which
conforms to the ECNZ Furniture
specification, works with the

sitter even when they are
turning to engage in
conversation, rather than work.
It makes arts not just wearable
but sit-able!
Art history and design will also
play a part in the hospitality for
the exhibition opening, as rising
New Zealand wine label Pasquale
Viticultura simultaneously begins
its sponsorship of Objectspace.
What: Quotidian: finding
inspiration in everyday design
Where: Objectspace, 8
Ponsonby Rd, Auckland
When: Saturday 15 May –
Saturday 26 June 2010
Gallery hours: Mon – Sat,
10am – 5pm.
Free admission
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NZ Governor’s son addresses Prince’s environmental foundation
standards will boost the
economy by 2.6b pounds and
support 90,000 jobs each year.
The Prince has emphasised the
need for more responsible
consumption and better
environmental choices. “We in
the industrialized world have
increased our consumption of
the Earth’s resources in the last
thirty years to such an extent
that, as a result, our collective

J

onathon Porritt, the son of
our 11th Governor-General
Arthur Porritt, addressed The
Prince’s Foundation at St James’
Palace in February. The theme
was Building: a new green
economy. The Prince of Wales
(right) also welcomed and
addressed delegates.

demands on Nature’s capacity
for renewal are being exceeded
Speeches focussed on the role of annually by some twenty-five
per cent. On this basis, last year
sustainable building as part of
we had used up what we can
economic recovery, and in
safely take from Nature before
particular the boost to regional
the end of September. Between
economies by the use of locally
available materials. By 2016, all then and the New Year we were
consuming capital as if it was
new homes in the UK must be
built to have zero carbon impact. income. And, as any investment
advisor will tell you, confusing
The Foundation estimates that
capital for income is simply not
building to the tough new
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sustainable in the long-term.”
Prince Charles has also recently
championed greater use of wool
in the clothing industry. He
points to a lifecycle analysis
report that found the impact on
the environment of British wool
scouring can be less than the
production of some artificial
fibres.
Jonathon Porritt is an
environmental advisor to Prince
Charles, chairs the UK
government’s Sustainable
Development Commission, and
is a well-known author in the
UK. He is entitled to claim his
father’s baronetcy, but so far
has not done so. Baron Porritt
was the first New Zealand-born
Governor-General, chosing to
honour his home town when he
was elevated to the peerage by
taking the title Baron Porritt of
Wanganui and Hampstead.
(For the full 764 Kb report titled
“Sustainable Supply Chains that
Support Local Economic
Development, go to
http://www.princesfoundation.org/files/PFBE_Suppl
yChains_Paper_2010.pdf)
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